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Abstract Sina Weibo is a popular microblogging service. A great number of people are making use of it to
express their opinions, which makes Sina Weibo an extremely valuable source for learning thoughts of crowds on
given topics. One chanllendge is finding the important ones form a large amount of Weibo posts. In this work we
investigate approaches on selecting representative posts. Several methods including LexRank, Turn down the Noise
(TDN) and Kmeans are evaluated. We believe our work is helpful for research such as opinion summarization and
information retrieval.
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1. Introduction
Sina Weibo（注 1） is a prevalent Microbloging service in

could not guarantee that users receive un-biased viewpoints.
Moreover, such professionals may not appear in Sina Weibo
or have not express their opinions.

China. Though it was launched by SINA Corporation on 14

In this paper, we investigate the approaches for finding

August 2009, it has more than 250 million registered users as

the representative post content. Even people discuss a given

of October 2011 according to（注 2）. More and more people are

topic from various viewpints, there is still similarity among

sharing their opinions on many kinds of topics, which makes

those discussions; in other words the content of opinions

Sina Weibo become an important tunnel to collect and learn

from diﬀerent people will have a certain degree of related-

viewpoints of people on given topics.

ness. Moreover not all those opinions have equal status,

But it is an challenging task. One cause is for a given hot

some of them should be more comprehensive and representa-

topic, usually there are a large amount of posts. And people

tive than others. Select the representative post and identify

will express their opinions through diﬀerent viewpoints. It

the number of similar ones could meet the ordinary require-

is both labor and time consuming even impossible to skim

ment of both individuals and organizations. And we believe

them one by one. This brings the well-known problem of

our study will be helpful for research such as opinion mining,

information overload. For instance, when we searched ”face-

information diﬀusion, and recommendation reading.

book 上市”

（注 3）

using Sina Weibo Search, we could found

there are 192,650 related posts as for Feb 17th 2012.

At first glance, text summarization that can catch the
main points in documents would be a proper choice. We ex-

In order to solve the information overload problem, we

ploit one text summarization called LexRank [3] in our study.

could make use of ranking function provided by Sina Weibo

Conventional clustering algorithm such as Kmeans could also

Search. Users could choose to present related related posts

be one potential choice. We could firstly cluster Weibo posts,

according to hot posts standard (a facility provide by Sina

then choose posts from main clusters as representative ones.

Weibo Search), but there are still 50 pages results (one page

Another option is choosing several posts that cover related

contains 20 posts). Further more, for the detail of ranking

concepts as much as possible, related methods usually in-

standard is unknown to outsides, it is still in question if this

volve optimization problem. We will further discuss these

function could really meet the needs of users. The other

approaches in section 4.

choice is only reading posts from famous persons or people

One potential application of our work is in special report

that are thought to have enough experience in concerning do-

which is usually involved in collecting, editing and presenting

main. But unfortunately for kinds of reasons, this approach

important and useful content to viewers. One real instance is
present in figure 1, it is the special report of Sina for facebook

（注 1）：http : //www.W eibo.com/
（注 2）：http : //www.ciccorporate.com/
（注 3）：In Chinese language 上市 means IPO

IPO. （注 4）. Important and useful Weibo posts (The title for
them here is called hot discussion in Sina Weibo) are listed
in the ”special report” together with other forms of content such as news report from main websits (For the space
is limited, we do not show the whole picture, you can find
the while special report in the link listed in footnote below).
We should point out that those content selecting process are
done by professionals. We hope they could benefit from our
work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces related work,Section 3 give the preliminaries involved in our work. Section 4 explains the approaches we
adopt in detail. Section 5 shows the experiment result and
discussions. Section 6 concludes this study and discusses future direction.

2. Related Work
There are several studies whose objectives are similar to
our work.

Fig. 1 Special report of Sina about Facebook IPO
Number
1

The authors in [3] proposed an unsupervised summarization approaches called LexRank. The main idea of LexRank

2

is to find important sentences in a given document to take
them as summarization of that document. Firstly they treate
each sentence as bag-of-words with TF-IDF weighting and
computed cosine similarity score between any two sentences

3

4
5

in that document. A similarity graph among sentences is
built based on the similarity score. Then they exploited a

6

PageRank-like algorithm to rank sentences according to rank
7

value of each sentence. The diﬃculty in applying LexRank
to our task lies in the length of Weibo post is usually short,

8

and the language usage is diverse and irregular. In order to
conquer these issues, we tried LDA to get additional features.
9

Extracting appropriate features from short Weibo posts and
compute the similarity among posts is still challenging in our
study.
The authors in [2] described the algorithm of Turn Down

10

Representative Post
ޣFacebook ᱜᑼឭ IPO ↳䇋 ᢳⲢ䌘 50 ғ⟤రޤFacebook Ꮢᤚ⟤࿖ग़
ผᦨᄢ㾘ᮨ⊛⑼ᛛม IPO ᤃ㧘Ꮢഎ乘䅵સؐน⢻ળㄠ 750 ғ-1000 ғ
⟤రޕ2004 ᐕ⼱ᏒⲢ䌘 19 ғ⟤ర㧘⠰ᒰᯊᏒؐЎ 230 ғ⟤రޕᩮ჻ਤ
ޔᩮᄢㅢޔ㜞⋓⟤ޔ䫊⟤ᨋޔᏉస⩫䌘ᧄએ Allen ᜂછ Facebook Ꮢ
ᤃ⊛⢆ᛚ䫔
ޣ#Facebook Ꮢ#ޤFacebook ᣣᏇะ⟤࿖䆕ᤃᆔਬળ(SEC)ᱜᑼឭ
IPO ↳ 䇋 㧘 䅵ೄ Ⲣ 䌘 50 ғ ⟤ ర 㧘 ⢆  ઍ ⷕ FB 㧘  Ꮢ  ᤃ ᚲ ᱖ᧂ ⎭ ቯ ޕ
Facebook Ꮢᤚ⟤࿖ग़ผᦨᄢ㾘ᮨ⊛⑼ᛛม IPO ᤃ㧘Facebook સؐ
น⢻ળㄠ 750 ғ-1000 ғ⟤రޕ
#Facebook Ꮢ#ᚒઁӀ⊛߯ᗧ㧘৻ਙㅔऩ⊛␠➸┢ዬὼ⢻ㄠᅤᱝ㜞
ፄޕධ੩⦄។߯Ϯ㧘ૉᤚҙҙㅢ䖛৻ੜỗബ⽩ૃ䖬ὐജਇᔃ㧘ᡷব৻
ਅቇᩞ㉿䇒ᣇᑼ㧘ᚗ䆌ળ䅽ᦝᄙੱធ⸅߯Ϯ䖭么৻ਙ‛ޕ
#Facebook Ꮢ#㧘ਇ⍮䖭么ᄙੱ〓⌕⍀ຢᐓੲ么,⌀ᱜ↪䖛ੌ⸃
facebook ⊛ᄙዋ㧘ᤚᛴ⌕ᄥⲥ⋴㓒ო⠅⊛ᔃᗕู
ᶓ叺㡎ᴃኅ David Choe2005 ᐕ㒭 Facebook ᘏㇱ↹↹㧘Ꮏ䪅Ўಟජ⟤రޕૉ
ઁᴚⷐ⦄㊄㧘⠰ᤚⷐੌᒰᯊ╬ચ⊛ Facebook ౝㇱ⢆ઝޕFacebook Ꮢอ㧘
ઁ⊛⢆⊛Ꮢؐસ䅵ળㄠ 2 ғ(200 million)⟤రޕ㾕 http://t.cn/zOhJNou
Facebook ߯ਅో㘨➸มᏒⲢ䌘㑾ᔩ㧧Ꮢસؐ㑺Ў 750 ғ⥋ 1000 ғ
⟤రޕFacebook Ꮢਇҙળ߯ਅ⑼ᛛมᏒਯᦨ㧘ㅧዞ⥋ᄙජฬ⊖ਁን
⠃ޕᩮᝪ⟤࿖䆕ળ⊛৻ઝᢥઙ㧘ᚾసષᩰᢹ 28.4%⊛⢆ᴗ㧘⧯มસؐㄠ
ᦨ㜞㒢㧘ઁਙੱ⢆ચؐ㜞ㄠ 284 ғ⟤ర㧘හೞ䏏りᏓᣁ೨චฬޕ
ޣFacebook Ꮢ⋥৻ޤએ᧪关䖭ኅోᦨᄢ␠➸┢ IPO ⊛ᶖᕷਇᢿ㧘ᦨᣂ
⊛ᖱಂᤚ㧦Facebook  2  1 ᣣឭᏒ↳䇋㧘䆹มસؐЎ 750 ғ⟤ర⥋
1000 ғ⟤ర㧘ᩮ჻ਤᚗᚑЎਥᛚ䫔㧘ૉ㜞⋓ᤃਛᛐṶ̌㊀ⷐ
ⷺ⦡̍ޕhttp://t.cn/z0sr9Xg
ޣFacebook Ꮢහ ᧘ཅ䆮ᦸᄢ䌮 5 ޤ⍮ฬ␠➸┢ Facebook น⢻ᦨᣧ
ᧄਃឭ㚂ᰴ开⢆(IPO)↳䇋㧘⠰Ꮢอ⊛સؐᦨ㜞ㄠ 1000 ғ⟤
రޕ㚅᷼㚂ን᧘ཅ䆮ᦦㅢ䖛⑳ੱၮ㊄ 2007 ⥋ 2008 ᐕએ 1.2 ғ⟤రᛩ䌘
Facebook㧘⧯มᚑഞᏒ㧘᧘ཅ䆮ᦸ Facebook ᄢ䌮䖛 5 ޕ
http://t.cn/zOPG2T8
#Facebook Ꮢ#Facebook ⢆к㉿⊛྾ਙ㒢䆓䯂࿖ኅᤚਛ࿖㧘દᦶ㧘ᦺ剰
คѮޕ䖭䇈ହ㧫
Facebook IPO ᤚ⟤࿖ग़ผ㾘ᮨᦨᄢ⊛开থⴕਯ৻㧘ЎੌᚑЎᱝᰴ IPO ⊛ਥ
ᛚ䫔㧘ढᇨⴝฦᄢᛩⴕ䖯ⴕੌỗὓゲᦨޕอᩮ჻ਤછ Facebook Ꮢ
ᤃ⊛ਥᛚ䫔㧘⠰ᩮᄢㅢޔ㜞⋓⟤ޔ䫊⟤ᨋޔᏉస⩫䌘ᧄએ
Allen&amp;co⇛ޕᓸੜᖶ䆊⊛ᤚ㧘ૣ㊄ᲧҙҙЎ 1% ޕ#i 䇏#

Table 1 Representative post from LexRank

the Noise (hereafter we use TDN to referrer to Turn Down

rithms will be compared. Though these approaches have

the Noise as the authors do). The purpose of this work is to

been put into usage in works that have similar purpose with

resolve information overload brought by large scale of blog-

our task. It is still in question whether they could perform

sphere. They proposed a notion of coverage and formalized

well in the situation where the text is brief, limited contexts

it as a submodular optimization problem. We will further ex-

are provided and words usage are various.

plain the concept of submodularity in section 3. Their goal

3. Preliminaries

is to show users a small set of blog posts covering hot topics.
Though the purpose seems quite similar, content coverage

Given one topic T and related posts P = {p1 , p2 , ...pn },

and content representativity are not the same, which can be

where pi is one post. Our purpose is to find a set of posts

seen in experiment results in section 5.

R ⊂ P that can catch the main themes in the set of posts P .

We evaluated LexRank, TDN and Kmeans one a real
dataset. Representative posts selected by using these algo-

And we should emphasize that the size of R should be much
smaller than the size of P .
In Sina Weibo users are using diverse vocabulary to de-

（注 4）：http : //tech.sina.com.cn/z/f acebook ipo/

scribe things. When we compute content similarity between

Number
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Representative Post
Ǐ㘮⛺↣᮹⛁⚍ˈ#᷵ᇐ㔥ᏺԴ䇏ᮄ䯏ǐ ᳜  ᮹⛁⚍˖IDFHERRN ϞᏖߏކगғ
㕢ܗᏖؐǃᇣ㙹㕞䗔Ꮦˈⱒྦྷ᮴༜ᚰǃܼ㸔㤦㫧ᓊˈӸ䗣⇥ᖗǃᓴ咬↦ˈ
ձ⊩⬭  ǃડ∈⦄ܓスሌԧǃ㒻ᆄᅶ䮼ˈϝѮ⟚ݡӋ㦰ऩǃ࣫
ǉཇ⫳᮹䆄Ǌ㔥㒰䍄㑶ǃṕᳱӳ⫳⌏ԧᲱܝĂĂܼ᭛ഄഔ˖KWWSWFQ]2K]<
)DFHERRN ϞᏖП Ǆ៥ⳟᴹˈ)DFHERRN ㄝϡᇥ៤ࡳⱘ⸙䈋Ѧ㘨㔥݀ৌ䛑᳝ϔ⾡
݅ৠⱘ⧚ᛇЏНⱘ⇨䋼ˈ䙷ህᰃ៥াㅵᳱᬍবϪ⬠ⱘ䖰Ⳃᷛࠡ䖯ˈϡ⫼ᣐ⠍ǃ
ᢝ݇㋏ǃ䅼དᮻˈキⴔгᡞ䪅њǄ⼒Ӯ࣪㔥㒰᳝ഄᠧߏњग़ᙴЙⱘֵ
ᙃϡᇍ⿄㗠䗴៤ⱘᴗ߽ϡ݀ᑇ䯂乬ˈⱘ⹂᳝ৃ㛑ՓҎ㉏⼒Ӯᕔད໘এǄ
ߚѿ⠛࠽ϟⱘϔϾᄺᳳಯϾ᳜䞠ˈԴᜓᛣϢᄺд㒧ЎԈշˈ᮴䆎䋿か䖬ᰃᆠ
䌉ˈ᮴䆎⬉㛥䖬ᰃᴎˈ᮴䆎ೄ㗙㌃ˈ᮴䆎ᛇৗ䖬ᰃᛇⴵˈ䛑㽕ᡞᄺдᬒ
ϔԡˈҹϡᣖ⾥ЎⳂᷛˈৠ⫬݅㢺ৠ㟳݅⌢∌ϡ㿔ᓗˈ⠅ᚰཌྷᇞ䞡ཌྷ⧚㾷ཌྷ
ֱᡸཌྷˈԴᜓᛣ䖭ḋخМ˛<HV,GRIDFHERRN ϞᏖᓴ咬⍝Ⴀ↦
ᇣᄺᯊԧ㚆䇒ˈϔৠᄺфњࣙ㹟㺙䝌ཊˈ≵ᴹঞୱˈϞ䇒䪗ડњǄҪᔧᯊгϡ
ⶹᗢМᛇⱘˈ乎ህ৻䝌ཊᬒ䖯㞾Ꮕ᠈ⴔⱘᐑᄤ䞠њʽ㒧ᵰ䇒ϞࠄϔञˈҪϡ㗕
ᅲˈ䗫ᓘཇ⫳㹿ԧ㚆㗕Ꮬথ⦄Ǆ㗕ᏜކϞᴹህᳱҪ㛥㹟ᢡњϔᏈᥠʽ乓ᯊ䝌ཊህ
乎ⴔ㛥㹟ᔾϟᴹњʽᡞԧ㚆㗕Ꮬ১ⱘিⴔ䗔њϝℹᖋ㒆ԧ)DFHERRN ϞᏖ
)DFHERRN ϞᏖ䌶 ˈᆊሙᓎᴤ㸠Ϯ亢ѥݡ䍋ˈϟϔϾ䴌ЏᇚӮᰃ䇕ʽ㔥㒰
㧹䫔ㄪߦҎ䍉℺ᵫձᠬ䌶䘧乒䯂ˈϧ⊼ӕϮક⠠ᓎ䆒ˈĀક⠠ࡴ䗳ᑺ䅵ߦāˈ
ࡽᙼ៤ህ䴌ϮʽⳂࠡ៥݀ৌᏆⳌ㒻᳡ࡵ䞥㠉䱊⫋ǃⱛᳱᆊ⾕ǃ$ ⦃ֱⓚㄝ᭄कᆊ
ӕϮǄ៤ࡳ⛁㒓˖˗44˗Ⳉಲ
ᛇ䖛᱂䗮ⱘ⫳⌏ˈህӮ䘛ࠄ᱂䗮ⱘᡬǄԴᛇ䖛Ϟ᳔དⱘ⫳⌏ˈህϔᅮӮ䘛Ϟ᳔
ᔎⱘӸᆇǄ䖭Ϫ⬠ᕜ݀ᑇˈԴᛇ㽕᳔དˈህϔᅮӮ㒭Դ᳔⮯Ǆ㛑䯃䖛এˈԴህᰃ
䌶ᆊˈ䯃ϡ䖛এˈ䙷ህЪЪ䗔ಲএخϾ᱂䗮Ҏ৻Ǆ᠔䇧៤ࡳˈᑊϡᰃⳟԴ᳝㘾
ᯢˈгϡᰃ㽕Դߎप㞾Ꮕˈ㗠ᰃⳟԴ㛑৺ュⴔ⏵䖛䲒݇Ǆᮽᅝa)DFHERRN ϞᏖ
)DFHERRN ϞᏖेˈϔѯᮽᳳᡩ䌘㗙ᇚ㦋ᕫϞगⱘסಲˈԚ᳔⣀ⴐˈ᳔
ѢĀӋؐāথ⦄ⱘҎˈ݊ᅲᰃᠢܟԃḐⱘढ㺨ཇট᱂Б㽓ᢝg䰜ˈཌྷᕫࠄњ᮴Ӌ
ПᅱǄϸҎৠЎજԯᄺ⫳ˈ⌒ᇍ३᠔⌒ᇍᯊⳌ䆚Ǆ䰜ⱘ䉠ᑊϡさߎˈै៤ࡳ
ᡧԣ䖭ԡ⧚⾥⬋⫳⸙䈋ᵕᅶⱘᖗˈᑊᇍҪⱘџϮ哢Ⳍࡽˈ⿄ϔ↉Շ䆱Ǆ
⏅ᑺ䯙䇏⛁䯍њϔˈ䴭ϟᖗᴹⳟⳟ)DFHERRN ϞᏖ䖭⚍џܓǄ᳝Ҏᅗϔ
ᲈᆠˈ᳝ҎЎℸৢᙨϡ䗁˗᳝Ҏ䇈ᅗԄؐ䖛催ˈг᳝Ҏ䇈ད៣߮ᓔⓨǄ䰘
)DFHERRN ᦤѸϞᏖ⬇䇋ὖމǃ㙵к䆥᭛ǃᠢܟԃḐⱘ䭓ֵˈ⚍䖯ᖂमᶹⳟ
ৡߞ㊒ㅔ⠜䆘䆎䭓ᖂमˈ䞡⏽ⲯᆈЎᯢ⬭ϔ⚍䇜䌘ǄKWWSWFQ]2KI.+.
)DFHERRN ϞᏖ៥িⱑѥˈ៥ি咥ˈ䇕ⶹⲬЁ令ˈ㉦㉦ⱚ䕯㢺ǄӮᔧޠ㒱乊ˈ
ජᏖ䪕ኁǄकᑈ⫳⅏ϸ㣿㣿ˈϡᗱ䞣ˈ⣾ᩲᷥϞˈԴᩲ⣾Ϟʽᑞࠡᯢ᳜ˈܝ៥
িϡ㋻ᓴǄफᳱಯⱒܿकᇎˈℸ໘ⳕ⬹ϔϛᄫǄ㸠ϡНᖙ㞾↭ˈϔഎ∈≵
ഄǄᇣὐ᯼জϰ亢ˈҪᡞ⤈ሕ㙵ᔧ㑶♃
)DFHERRN ϞᏖ)% ಶ䯳ˈ⫼  ᑈᯊ䯈ˈ䗮䖛Փ⫼ऎඳᢧሩǃ䆒छ㑻ǃᡔᴃ߯
ᮄǃ䌶ᕫ䖲㓁亢ᡩǃᡶᕫᖂ䕃ড়ǃỡܹᑓਞⲜ߽ᓣǃᬊ䌁߯ᮄᇣӕϮǃߎ
㰮ᢳ䋻Ꮥǃᢧሩᴎᑨ⫼ᑇৄǃখϢᯊᬓĂĂㄝ↉ˈϾҎᛳ্˖㥿ℎᇥᑈか

Table 2 Representative post from greedy algorithm
Number
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Representative Post
)DFHERRN ϞᏖ偀ܟgᠢܟԃḐˈ㕢⼒Ѹ㔥キ )DFHERRN ⱘ߯ࡲҎˈ㹿ҎӀݴ
ҹĀⲪ㣼Ѡāⱘ㕢䁝Ǆજԯᄺ䅵ㅫᴎᖗ⧚ᄺϧϮ䕡ᄺ⫳ǄⳂࠡ )DFHERRN Ꮖ
ਃࡼϞᏖ䖯ˈ㢹݀ৌԄؐ䖒ࠄ᳔催Ϟ䰤ˈҪϾҎ㙵⼼Ӌؐᇚ催䖒  ғ㕢ˈܗ
ᰃܼ⧗᳔ᑈ䕏ⱘऩ䑿Ꮌᆠˈгᰃग़ᴹܼ⧗᳔ᑈ䕏ⱘ㞾㸠߯Ϯғϛᆠ䈾Ǆ⬭خ䌘᭭
৻
ᆍ᭟୰ФӮǏ)DFHERRN ϞᏖ䗴ᆠ༛䗍˖ⓚᎹ㦋㙵⼼Ӌؐ  ғ㕢ܗǐ ᑈ
ϔԡিि噝ШӞⱘਬᎹফ )DFHERRN ⱘ䙔䇋ࠡᕔ݀ৌࡴᎲᏩ⋯㡒⋯ⱘᘏ䚼䖯㸠
䴶㺙佄Ў䝀݀ৌШӞᦤկӋ᭄ؐग㕢ⱘܗ㙵⼼ሑㅵШӞᔧᯊ䅸Ў
)DFHERRN 㤦䈀Ϩ≵᳝ᛣНԚҡ✊ᬊϟњ㙵⼼བҞ䖭ѯ㙵⼼ᏆӋؐ  ғ㕢ܗǄǄ
Ǆ
)DFHERRN ϞᏖҎᆊ䛑ϞᏖԄؐगғњˈৃᰃ䰚䖬ᰃᇕњ )DFHERRNˈ᠔ҹ៥Ӏ
㘞ҔМ䛑≵᳝ҔМᛣНˈা㛑⫼ᮄ⌾ᖂम䖬ϡᰃ )DFHERRN Ꮒϡⱘˈ 2 ģ
Bģ 2a
)DFHERRN ϞᏖПབԩ㚰ߎ˖ķѻક᳝⫼ǃᯧ⫼ǃᗻ㛑〇ᅮᗻǄĸ⫼᠋᭄㒘
៤ǄĹ⫼᠋㉬ᗻǄĺѻકᯊᴎᏖഎফᑺǄĻѻકᇸ݊ᰃ⿏ࡼⱘ䌶߽㛑Ǆļ
ᑓਞ乥ᑺǃሎᇌᰒ㨫ᗻǄĽᅶ᳡ǄľᏖഎϢ䫔ଂǄĿᓔথ㗙݇㋏ǄŀݐᑊǄŋ
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Table 3 Representative post from k-means clustering

two post using methods that rely on common words, words

⊂
A set fuction F is submodular if, ∀A⊂
=B =V, ∀s ∈ V \
>
B, F (A ∪ {s}) − F (A) = F (B ∪ {s}) − F (B). We can take
set A ,set B as set of posts, and take s as one invidual single
post, as pointed out by the authors ”submodularity characterizes the notion that reading a post s after reading a small
set of posts A provides more information than reading s after having already read the larger set B.” In other words,
the concept of submodularity can meet the requirement of
choosing a few posts but cover as much information as possible.
Maximizing submodular functions in general is NP-hard
[4]. But the work [5] verified that the greedy algorithm could
give a approximation solution,we adopted this strategy in
our study. More eﬃcient algorithms will be explore in our
future work.

4. Approach
We exploited LexRank, Turn down the noise (TDN) and
conventional clustering method (Kmeans) in this study. Our
method consists of three phases:
•

Text representation: Since most of posts are short,

we do not segment them. We treat them as bag-of-words.
•

Measure similarity: A similarity matrix is required

in LexRank. We use cosine measure to calculate the similarity score.
•

Select representative post:

When we adopted

LexRank we equalizes representatively as significance of related post. When we use TDN algorithm, we treat representatively as the concept of coverage defined in this work [2].
LexRank belongs to the area of extractive summarization [1] which involves in identifying central sentences in one
document. Those central sentences are believed to give the
necessary and suﬃcient information related to the main idea
of one document, this is consistent with our expectation.
We expanded the idea of LexRank by taking each post
as one sentence, though some post are composed of multiple sentences. But we should point out that many posts are
short and only have one sentence for the limitation of 140
Chinese characters.

mismatch usually occurs. One example is in Chinese both ”

In LexRank a similarity matrix is required. We computed

電脳” and ”計算機” are used to describe computer, but we

similarity matrix using TF-IDF feature vector and LDA fea-

can not discover the similarity between two posts mentioned

ture vector respectively, then we add these two similarity

”電脳” and ”計算機” respectively through similarity measures

matrixes together. At present we set the weight parameter

that rely on common words. In order to solve the words mis-

to 0.5 for both similarity. Through this process, we can catch

match, we exploit LDA in the similarity computing phase.

both word similarity and topic similarity; at the same time

In LDA, a topic is recognized as probability distribution over

it could resolve the words mismatch problem in Weibo posts.

words and each document is taken as a mixture over topics.

TDN is proposed in the work [2] as one approach to solve

It is easy to find the probability distribution among potential

optimal coverage problem in blogsphere. The coverage func-

topics for a given text, and the probability value can form

tion is defined as:

feature vector.

coverA (i) = 1 −

∏

(1 − coverj (i)) where aj ∈ A

coverj (i) is defined as probability of a feature i given a

excluded other 30 common words, we found most of them are
background words such as ”全球”(global), ”社交”(social) and

post i
function F on set A is defined as:

so forth. The main reason is those common words will bring

F (A) =

disturbance when we compute similarity score between two

∑

wi coverA (i)

where wi is used to height the importance of feature i.

posts, or cause mis-clustering at the time we choose to group

According to [2] the fuction F is submodular. One charac-

posts. We also excluded shortlinks and ”@” content. For the

ter of coverage defined in their work is it encourages to cover
new information.

time being, we take all the posts as opinionated sources.
5. 2 Experiment Result

According to the authors there are two options to repre-

The representative posts extracted using diﬀerent ap-

sent text when adopt TDN, they called them ”high-level fea-

proaches are shown in table 1, table 2 and table 3 respec-

tures” (topic related feature) and ”low-level feature” (words

tively. We could find there are no overlapping posts in the

level feature) respectively. Both of them are required to be

three groups of posts. According to our manual evaluation,

probability value from generated model. Appropriate ”high-

we found the representivity of posts extracted from LexRank

level feature” can be easily attainted using LDA, but for the

is the best. Possible explanation is LexRank could get the

”low-level feature” there are still several issues as how to de-

centroid among posts. And the group of posts extracted

cide the probability value in our task. So we choose topic

using greedy algorithm contains the most concepts, in other

related features attained from LDA.

words content in this group it is the most diverse. It conforms

As the space is limited, we skip the detail of Kmeans,

to the purpose of detecting broad information. According to

it is one well-adopted clustering algorithm. Now we only

our manual evaluation by now, covering concept as broad as

take LDA feature into account when we did clustering on

possible is not a recommend choice in finding representative

posts. The reason is we find the TF-IDF feature vector is

content.

highly sparse, it is diﬃcult to get meaningful clusters by using Kmeans.

5. Experiment and Discussion

6. Conclusion and Future Direction
In this paper, we introduced the requirement of selecting
the representative posts in Sina Weibo. We have investi-

5. 1 Data Preparation and Pre-processing

gated the usage of LexRank, TDN and conventional cluster-

From Feb 2nd 2012, related news about Facebook IPO has

ing approaches for this task. For the time being, we found

attracted much attention from Sina Weibo users, it became

LexRank, which is a text summarization approach, could

one of hottest topics listed in Sina Weibo around Feb 3rd

bring the best results.

2012 and Feb 5th 2012. It is that time we collected the

We also found it is diﬃcult task to build feature vector

posts about the topic ”facebook 上市”. For there is a large

for Sina Weibo posts. Traditional text analyzing approaches

amount posts published in realtime in Sina Weibo, it not an

such as LDA do not perform well. Possible causes are firstly

easy way to collect all the posts about Facebook IPO. We

Weibo posts are usually short, which means there are not

collected data through Sina Weibo Search. We issued the

enough contexts that play important role in ordinary text

query ”facebook 上市” into Sina Weibo Search, and ranked

analyzing methods.

the results according to the hotness; then we crawled all the

Sina Weibo users are flexible and various, analyzing methods

results. We did this several times during heated discussion

based on words-level feature are not appropriate.

period.

Additionally, the expressing ways of

In the future, we will explore feature vector building meth-

We deleted duplicated posts through post id. Totally we

ods for short posts. Specifically speaking, given one short

get 1509 posts. Though the number of posts is small, they

post, to some extend, we need to infer the real meaning hid-

come from hottest posts and they are collected during the

den behind. Outlinks containing in post, repost and com-

hot discussion time. We believe we could catch kinds of im-

ment will be explored, we suppose those enrich information

portant and useful ideas from analyzing those posts. In the

could make up for the context lost because of post length

future, we could collect more related information from these

limitation. We will also plan to take semi-supervised learn-

posts, potential approaches include crawl reposts, comments

ing methods, for example, semi-supervised LDA. One main

and other recent posts from the users whose posts have en-

advantage of semi-supervised learning algorithms is that we

tered in the hot posts list.

could encode some prior knowledge in advance. Those prior

For those hot posts crawled, we firstly deleted words ”face-

knowledge could help us to learn the posts better.

book”(all the variant such as Facebook are also excluded),

We will further verify our observation at present in large

”上市” and its English counterpart ”IPO”. And we further

scale dataset. When we have a large amount of data, we will

consider more eﬃcient algorithms, for example, we hope to
exploit the Cost-Eﬀective Lazy Forward (CELF) proposed
in [5] other than greedy algorithm in using TDN.
In addition, we will take features of users and the relationship between users in Sina Weibo into account. It is reasonable to put more weight on the posts published by users who
own much expertise in one domain. It is reasonable to put
the opinions of friends into the representative posts list if
they have taken part into the discussion of given topic. Because Sina Weibo is a SNS platform, people should be more
concerned about the thoughts from friends.
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